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“Liheci”(separable word) is a special and complicated language phenomenon in
modern Chinese. It is a linguistic unit between “word” and “phrase” and is a
difficult point in the teaching of Chinese as a second language.
This paper studies 394 Chinese liheci thoroughly. First, a throhgh contrastive
analyze was carried out between “Liheci”and the  Thai language correpondent
expressions.  Secondly,  the dispatched form and its Thai correspondent
expression was studied based on the  CCL (Center for Chinese Linguistics PKU)
corpus. And lastly, an error analysis was made according to the previous
contrastive studies in oder to explore the effective teaching methods and
strategies.
This paper discovers that there are several corresponding forms of Chinese
“Liheci” in Thai. As for “Verb-Object Liheci”, it could be either a single morpheme
word, a compound word or a word phrase, and the word phrase can be divided
into four categories, such as  “Verb-Object phrase”, “Verb-Adverbial phrase”,
“Serial-Predicate phrase” and “Subject-Predicate phrase”. The “Verb-Complement
Liheci” can be single morpheme word, compound word or word phrase in Thai
too, but the Thai correspondent word phrase are all belong to one category, the
“Verb-Adverbial phrase”. After comparison of Chinese and Thai from the aspects
of syntactic functions, semantic domain and pragmatic functions, the author
discovers that the sentence structures of the two languages do not differ much;
but semantically some “Liheci” can be translated to more than one sense in Thai
language, and the pragmatic functions are different because of different
expressions in each language. Then classification of the “He” and “Li” forms of
“Liheci” in Chinese and correspondingly in Thai shows that the word order of the
two languages are also different, especially the place of modifier; and the inserted













On the basis of contrastive analysis, this paper investigates most of the
documents existed and summarizes the errors types of of  “Liheci”, and then to
find out three main causations of the errors: overgeneralization of target
language, and the difficulties of “Liheci” itself.
Our teaching suggestion is that a proper sequence should be followed, such
as—first teaching the  “he” forms, then “li” forms afterwards; We also designed a
courseware, applying versatile and flexible teaching methods focusing on the
belief that  class activities should be organized vividly and teaching materials (or
content) related to the real life of the students should be chosen.
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